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Introduction

The workshop Multivariate Operator Theory gathered at Banff, in April 2015,
experts in function theory of several complex variables, operator algebras, operator
theory, free probability, non-commutative analysis and representation theory of Lie
groups. The proportion of young researchers among all participants was unusually
high, bringing from them the enthusiasm and fresh ideas so much needed in a
mature field.

The main themes of the workshop are well illustrated by the summaries below.
They contain competitive new results, covering a large array of subjects and opening
quite a few directions for future research. The vibrant atmosphere of the workshop
laid the basis for new collaborations and interdisciplinary exchanges.

Kenneth Davidson, University of Waterloo
Ronald G. Douglas, Texas A & M Universsity
Jörg Eschmeier, University of Saarland
John William Helton, University of California at San Diego
Mihai Putinar, University of California at Santa Barbara, Newcastle University
(organizers)
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Noncommutative Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces

Joseph A. Ball, Virginia Tech
joint with Gregory Marx,Virginia Tech, and Victor Vinnikov, Ben Gurion U.

A prominent theme at this meeting has been the “free analysis” or the study of
freely noncommutative functions. As laid out in the book of Kaliuzhnyi-Verbovetskyi–
Vinnikov [KVV], one can formulate this notion in the following general setting. We
let V be a vector space and let Vnc = q∞n=0Vn×n be the disjoint union over n ∈ N
of n × n matrices over V. A subset Ω of a V is said to be a noncommutative
set (or nc set for short) if Z,W ∈ Ω⇒ [ Z 0

0 W ] ∈ Ω. A function from Ω to the set
V0,nc (where V0 is a second vector space) is said to be a noncommutative (nc)
function if the following conditions hold:

(1) f is graded, i.e., f : Ωn → V0,n = (V0)n×n,
(2) f respects direct sums, i.e.,

Z,W ∈ Ω⇒ f ([ Z 0
0 W ]) =

[
f(Z) 0

0 f(W )

]
,

and
(3) f respects similarities, i.e.: whenever Z, Z̃ ∈ Ωn, A ∈ Cn×n with A

invertible such that Z̃ = AZA−1, then

f(Z̃) = Af(Z)A−1.

An early result in the book [KVV] is that it then follows that, for Z,W ∈ Ω and
[ Z X

0 W ] ∈ Ω, then f ([ Z X
0 W ]) has the form

f ([ Z X
0 W ]) =

[
f(Z) ∆Rf(Z,W )(X)

0 f(W )

]
where ∆Rf(Z,W ) is linear in the argument X. Such functions enjoy some ad-
ditional properties, versions of which we shall see presently in the definition of
noncommutative kernel coming next. These right difference-differential oper-
ators ∆Rf are examples of an object of independent interest called a first-order
noncommutative function. Suffice to say that in case the set of points Ω is equipped
with an adjoint operator Z 7→ Z∗ and if K is a noncommutative kernel as defined in

the next paragraph, then K̃ given by K̃(Z,W )(P ) = K(Z,W ∗)(P ) is a nc function
of the first order.

We now suppose that V0 and V1 are operator spaces—in practice they often
appear as C∗-algebras—and thatK is a function form Ω×Ω into L(V1,V0) (bounded
linear operators from V1 into V0). We say that K is a nc kernel if K has the
following properties:

(1) K is graded,

Z ∈ Ωn, W ∈ Ωm ⇒ K(Z,W ) ∈ L(Vn×m1 ,Vn×m0 ),

(2) K respects direct sums: for Z ∈ Ωn, Z̃ ∈ Ωñ, W ∈ Ωm, W ∈ Ωm̃,

P =
[
P11 P12

P21 P22

]
∈ A(n+m)×(ñ+m̃), we have

K
([
Z 0
0 Z̃

]
,
[
W 0
0 W̃

]) ([
P11 P12

P21 P22

])
=

[
K(Z,W )(P11) K(Z, W̃ )(P12)

K(Z̃,W )(P21) K(Z̃, W̃ )(P22)

]
. (1)
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(3) K respects similarities:

Z, Z̃ ∈ Ωn, A ∈ Cn×n invertible with Z̃ = AZA−1,

W, W̃ ∈ Ωm, B ∈ Cm×m invertible with W̃ = BWB−1,

P ∈ An×m ⇒ K(Z̃, W̃ )(P ) = AK(Z,W )(A−1PB−1∗)B∗.

We denote the class of all such nc kernels by T̃ 1(Ω;V0,nc,V1,nc). In addition we say

that a nc kernel K ∈ T̃ 1(Ω;V0,V1) is completely positive (cp) if in addition, for
all n ∈ N we have

Z ∈ Ωn, P � 0 in Vn×n1 ⇒ K(Z,Z)(P ) � 0 in Vn×n0 . (2)

Completely positive kernels incorporate as special cases variety of more classical
notions: (1) completely positive maps between operator systems or C∗-algebras, (2)
positive kernels in the sense of Aronszajn, (3) a previous synthesis of the first two
notions: a completely positive kernel in the sense of Barreto-Bhat-Liebscher-Skeide.
Our main result is a characterization of cp nc kernels paralleling the well-known
classical theory. For this result we take V0 to be the C∗-algebra of bounded linear
operators on a Hilbert space Y and we take V1 to be a C∗-algebra A.

Theorem 1. Then the following are equivalent.

(1) K is a cp nc kernel from Ω× Ω to L(A,L(Y))nc.
(2) There is a Hilbert space H(K) whose elements are nc functions f : Ω →
L(A,Y)nc such that

〈f(W )(v∗), y〉Ym = 〈f,KW,v,y〉H(K) (3)

where W ∈ Ωm, v ∈ A1×m, y ∈ Ym and where KW,v,y : Ωn → L(A,Y)n×n ∼=
L(An,Yn) is defined by

KW,v,y(Z)u = K(Z,W )(uv)y (4)

for Z ∈ Ωn, u ∈ An. Furthermore H(K) is equipped with a unital ∗-
representation σ mapping A to L(H(K)) given by

(σ(a)f) (W )(v∗) = f(W )(v∗a) (5)

(3) K has a Kolmogorov decomposition: there is a Hilbert space X equipped
with a unital ∗-representation σ : A → L(X ) together with a nc function
H : Ω→ L(X ,Y)nc so that

K(Z,W )(P ) = H(Z)(idCn×m ⊗ σ)(P )H(W )∗ (6)

for all Z ∈ Ωn, W ∈ Ωm, P ∈ An×m.

We note the equivalence of (1) and (3) can be seen as a generalization of the
Stinespring dilation theorem.

One can go on to talk about multipliers on nc reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces,
associated de Branges-Rovnyak kernels, interpolation problems for contractive mul-
tipliers and the notion of complete Pick kernel in this free noncommutative setting.

[KVV] D.S. Kaliuzhnyi-Verbovetskyi and V. Vinnikov, Foundations of Noncommu-
tative Function Theory, Mathematical Surveys and Monographs 199, Amer. Math.
Soc., Providence, 2014.
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Algebraic pairs of commuting isometries

Hari Bercovici1, Indiana University

Abstract. Pairs of commuting isometries that satisfy a polynomial equation
were studied by Agler, Knese and McCarthy [1] under the assumption that both
isometries are pure. It was shown by Timko [7] that the purity assumption es-
sentially follows from the polynomial equation. The method involves a model for
commuting isometries which was developed by Douglas, Foias, and the author [2–4].
We briefly sketch this model and Timko’s argument.

Suppose that V1 and V2 are two isometric operators acting on the Hilbert spaceH
such that V1V2 = V2V1. Given a polynomal with complex coefficients p ∈ C[z1, z2],
the operator p(V1, V2) is obtain by substituting V1 and V2 for the variables z1 and
z2. The pair V = (V1, V2) is said to be algebraic if p(V1, V2) = 0 for some nonzero
p ∈ C[z1, z2]. When V1 and V2 are unitary operators, the condition p(V1, V2) = 0 is
satisfied precisely when the joint spectrum of (V1, V2) is contained in the zero set
of p. When V1 is a pure isometry and V2 is unitary, the condition p(V1, V2) = 0
is easily seen to imply that V2 has finite spectrum, V2 itself satisfies an algebraic
equation. We therefore dismiss these two special cases which are not particularly
interesting. In general (see [4] as well as [5, 6]) the space H has an orthogonal
decomposition

H = H(0) ⊕H(1) ⊕H(2) ⊕H(4)

into reducing spaces for the pair V so that the restrictions V
(j)
1 = V1|H(j) and

V
(j)
2 = V2|H(j) have the following properties:

(0) there are no nonzero reducing subspaces M for the pair (V
(0)
1 , V

(0)
2 ) such

that either V
(0)
1 |M is unitary or V

(0)
2 |M is unitary;

(1) V
(1)
1 is unitary and V

(1)
2 is pure;

(2) V
(2)
1 is pure and V

(2)
2 is unitary; and

(3) V
(3)
1 and V

(3)
2 are both unitary.

The algebraic pairs of interest satisfy H(j) = {0} for j = 1, 2, 3, so H = H(0) for
such pairs. Isometric pairs with H = H(0) are constructed as follows. We start with
a Hilbert space F , a pure isometry S acting on F , and an operator A of norm at
most 1 commuting with S. Denote by U the minimal unitary extension of S, and
let B be the unique operator commuting with U and extending A. We denote by
D the defect space of B, that is, the closure of the range of I −B∗B, and set

H(S,U) = F ⊕D ⊕D ⊕ · · · ,
where the dots represent the orthogonal sum of countably many copies of D. Now

we define commuting isometries V
(S,U)
1 and V

(S,U)
2 acting on H(S,U) as follows:

V
(S,U)
1 (f ⊕ d0 ⊕ d1 ⊕ · · · ) = Sf ⊕ Ud0 ⊕ Ud1 ⊕ · · · ,

V
(S,U)
2 (f ⊕ d0 ⊕ d1 ⊕ · · · ) = Af ⊕ (I −A∗A)1/2f ⊕ d0 ⊕ d1 ⊕ · · · ,

for every vector f ⊕ d0 ⊕ d1 ⊕ · · · ∈ H(S,U).
Every pair V = (V1, V2) for which H = H(0) can be unitarily identified with a

pair of the form (V
(S,A)
1 , V

(S,A)
2 ) with the additional property that the pair (S,A)

1The author was supported in part by a grant from the National Science Foundation.
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has no reducing subspace M such that A|M is unitary. The relevant observation
for algebraic isometries is this: if A is not already isometric (in which case D = {0})
then the pair (V

(S,A)
1 , V

(S,A)
2 ) has an invariant subspace (namely, {0}⊕D⊕D⊕· · · )

on which V
(S,A)
1 is an absolutely continuous unitary. As noted above, this implies

that the pair (V
(S,A)
1 , V

(S,A)
2 ) is not algebraic. We conclude that an algebraic pair

V of commuting isometries satisfying H = H(0) must be such that V1 is pure and,
by symmetry, V2 is pure as well. This is the essence of Timko’s argument [7].

Algebraic pairs of commuting pure isometries were shown in [1] to satisfy a
special kind of polynomial equation. A plausible model theory is also suggested in
[1], at least in the case of finite cyclic multiplicity. These questions, as well as their
analogs for more than two commuting isometries, remain open. The model theory
developed in [4] allows one to construct general n-tuples of commuting isometries
for arbitrary integers n. These models may well prove to be useful in the study of
algebraic n-tuples.
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Operators on Matrix Weighted L2 Spaces

Kelly Bickel2, Bucknell University

The main topic of interest is the behavior of operators on L2(W ), where W is a
matrix weight. To set the scene, we first consider the scalar situation.

Scalar Setting. We say w is a weight if w ∈ L1
loc(R) and w(x) > 0 almost

everywhere. Then L2(w) ≡
{
f :
∫
|f |2w <∞

}
. Moreover, a weight w is an A2

weight if

[w]A2
≡ sup

I

(
1

|I|

∫
I

w

)(
1

|I|

∫
I

w−1

)
≡ sup

I
〈w〉I

〈
w−1

〉
I
<∞.

The operators we consider are Calderón-Zygmund operators (CZO’s) and for our
purposes, the most important example is the Hilbert transform. Now, it is well-
known that a CZO T is bounded on L2(w) if w is an A2 weight. Moreover, this is
an if and only if condition if T is sufficiently nice, for example if T is the Hilbert
transform. This led mathematicians to study the dependence of the operator norm

2Research supported in part by National Science Foundation grant DMS # 1448846
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‖T‖L2(w)→L2(w) on [w]A2
. After many intermediate studies, Hytönen proved: if T

is a CZO and w is an A2 weight, then ‖T‖L2(w)→L2(w) . [w]A2
.

One of the main tools used by Hytönen is the reduction of general CZO’s to
dyadic shifts. To define these, we require the dyadic grid D, the Haar basis {hI}I∈D,
and the distance on D obtained by connecting each interval I to its children I+ and
I− to form a tree and setting dtree(I, J) = minimum number of edges between I
and J on the tree.

Then, a dyadic shift of complexity r is a basically a CZO that sends each
Haar function hI to a weighted combinations of other Haar functions hJ satisfying
dtree(I, J) ≤ r. An extremely useful fact is that all CZO’s can be written as “av-
erages” of dyadic shifts. That makes the following result due to Lacey-Petermichl-
Reguera particularly nice: If T is a dyadic shift, then ‖T‖L2(w)→L2(w) . [w]A2 .
They proved this by applying a variation of the following T (1) Theorem, which is
due to Nazarov-Treil-Volberg, to dyadic shifts:

Theorem 1. Let w, v be weights and let T be a band operator of radius r. If for
all I ∈ D

‖TMw1I‖L2(v) ≤ A‖1I‖L2(w) and ‖T ∗Mv1I‖L2(w) ≤ A‖1I‖L2(v),

then the following bound holds:

‖T‖L2(w−1)→L2(v) . 22rA.

Here, T a band operator of radius r means that T ∈ B(L2(R)) and

〈ThI , hJ〉L2 = 0 whenever dtree(I, J) > r.

We are interested in these type of results in the matrix setting.

Matrix Setting. We say W is a matrix weight if W is a d × d matrix-valued
function with entries in L1

loc(R) and W (x) > 0 almost everywhere. Then L2(W ) ≡
{f : R→ Cd :

∫
‖W 1

2 f‖2 <∞}. A d× d matrix weight W is an A2 weight if

[W ]A2
≡ sup

I

∥∥∥〈W 〉 1
2

I

〈
W−1

〉 1
2

I

∥∥∥2

<∞.

The operators of interest are matrix CZO’s on L2(R,Cd), which are just scalar
CZO’s applied to each component of the vector-valued functions separately.

It is already known that many scalar results generalize to this setting. For
example, Treil-Volberg showed that the Hilbert Transform H is bounded on L2(W )
if and only if W ∈ A2. Similarly, Nazarov-Treil and Volberg showed that a CZO T
is bounded on L2(W ) if W ∈ A2. However, this leaves the question: What is the
dependence of ‖T‖L2(W )→L2(W ) on [W ]A2?

The answer is currently unknown, but some related bounds have been estab-
lished. For the Hilbert transform, we obtained this result, joint with B. Wick and
S. Petermichl [1]:

‖H‖L2(W )→L2(W ) . [W ]
3
2

A2
log[W ]A2

.

For S a sparse operator, we obtained the following estimate with B. Wick [3]:

‖S‖L2(W )→L2(W ) . [W ]
3
2

A2
.

Here a sparse operator S is of the form Sf ≡
∑
I∈S 〈f〉I 11, where S ⊆ D and

for each I ∈ S,
∑
J∈chS(I) |J | ≤

1
2 |I|, where the sum is over the maximal elements
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of S strictly contained in I. Sparse operators are important because as shown by
Conde-Alonso and Rey, Lerner, and Lacey, scalar CZO’s can be controlled by sparse
operators.

One other main goal was to generalize the previously discussed T (1) Theorem to
the matrix setting. Fo similar band operators, joint with B. Wick [2], we established:

Theorem 2. Let W,V be A2 weights and let T be a band operator with radius r.
If for all I ∈ D and e ∈ Cd,

‖TMW1Ie‖L2(V ) ≤ A‖1Ie‖L2(W ) and ‖T ∗MV 1Ie‖L2(W ) ≤ A‖1Ie‖L2(V ),

then the following bound holds:

‖T‖L2(W−1)→L2(V ) . 22rA ([W ]A2
+ [V ]A2

) .

This theorem requires W,V ∈ A2 and depends on [W ]A2
and [V ]A2

. However,
that dependence could be removed if one had an optimal Matrix Carleson Embed-
ding Theorem. This and the previous discussion motivate the following questions:

1. Is there a Matrix Carleson Embedding Theorem that does not require W ∈
A2 and/or does not depend on [W ]A2

?
2. Can one establish the T (1) testing conditions for dyadic shifts in the matrix

setting to prove a version of the Lacey-Petermichl-Reguera result for matrix
dyadic shifts?

3. Can one estimate matrix CZO’s using sparse operators, as in the scalar
setting?
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Duality and peak interpolation for multipliers
of the Drury-Arveson space

Raphaël Clouâtre, U. Waterloo
Joint work with Kenneth R. Davidson

1. Henkin measures and the dual space of the ball algebra

Let A(Bd) denote the ball algebra. A measure µ on the sphere Sd is A(Bd)–
Henkin if limn→∞

∫
Sd fndµ = 0 whenever {fn}n ⊂ A(Bd) is a bounded sequence

converging to 0 in the weak-∗ topology of H∞(Bd). Every representing measure for
some λ ∈ Bd is an A(Bd)–Henkin measure.

From the operator theoretic point of view, A(Bd)–Henkin measures are interest-
ing because of the following connection. Let T ∈ B(H) be a contraction. Then,
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the polynomial functional calculus p 7→ p(T ) can be extended to a contractive ho-
momorphism ΦT : H∞(D) → B(H) which is weak-∗ continuous if and only if the
spectral measure of the unitary part of T is an A(D)–Henkin measure.

These measures are classical objects and are fairly well understood. Indeed, a
theorem of Henkin, Cole and Range says that a measure is A(Bd)–Henkin if and only
it is absolutely continuous with respect to some positive representing measure for
the origin. By combining this characterization with the decompositions of measures
due to Valskii and Glicksberg-König-Seever, we obtain that

A(Bd)∗ = H∞(Bd)∗ ⊕1 TS(Sd)

where TS(Sd) is the space of measures on Sd which are singular with respect to
every positive representing measure for the origin. Such measures are said to be
A(Bd)-totally singular.

2. Application to multivariate operator theory

Let T1, . . . , Td ∈ B(H) be commuting operators such that T = (T1, . . . , Td)
is a row contraction. The basic question motivating our work is the following:
when can we extend the polynomial functional calculus p 7→ p(T ) to a contractive
homomorphism ΦT : Md → B(H) which is weak-∗ continuous? Here Md is the
multiplier algebra of the Drury-Arveson space H2

d . Let Ad denote the closure of
the polynomials in Md.

By analogy with the solution for a single operator, we want to characterize the
functionals Ψ ∈ A∗d with the property that limn→∞Ψ(fn) = 0 whenever {fn}n ⊂
Ad converges to 0 in the weak-∗ topology ofMd. Such functionals are said to beAd–
Henkin. The following is from [2] and should be compared with the corresponding
result for A(Bd) mentioned in the previous section.

Theorem 1. There is a commutative von Neumann algebra W such that

A∗∗d ∼=Md ⊕W.

In particular

A∗d ∼=Md∗ ⊕1 W∗.

Moreover, given Ψ ∈ W∗ there exists an A(Bd)–totally singular measure µ with
‖µ‖ = ‖Ψ‖ such that

Ψ(f) =

∫
Sd
fdµ, f ∈ Ad.

In accordance with the last statement, we say that a measure µ is Ad–totally
singular if the associated integration functional Ψ lies in W∗.

Conjecture 1.

• A measure µ is A(Bd)–totally singular if and only if it is Ad–totally singu-
lar.
• A measure µ is A(Bd)–Henkin if and only if it is Ad–Henkin.

These two conjectures are actually equivalent as shown in [2].
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3. Peak interpolation

Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and let A ⊂ C(X) be a closed subspace. A
closed subset K ⊂ X is called a peak interpolation set for A if for every h ∈ C(K)
there exists f ∈ A such that

• f = h on K
• |f(x)| < ‖h‖K for every x ∈ X \K.

In the case of the ball algebra A(Bd), a classical theorem of Carleson-Rudin-Bishop
asserts that any closed subset K ⊂ Sd with the property that |µ|(K) = 0 for every
A(Bd)–Henkin measure µ must be a peak interpolation set.

We are interested in describing the closed subsets of the sphere where peak
interpolation can be achieved using multipliers from Ad. This is a rather subtle
question, partly because the obvious inclusion Ad → C(Sd) does not have closed
range. Nevertheless, by carefully examining the extreme points of A∗d and using
Choquet type integral representations for functionals, we can show the following
(see [2]).

Theorem 2. Let K ⊂ Sd be a closed subset with the property that |µ|(K) = 0 for
every Ad–Henkin measure µ. Then, for every h ∈ C(K) and every ε > 0 there
exists f ∈ Ad such that

• f = h on K
• |f(ζ)| < ‖h‖K for every ζ ∈ Sd \K
• ‖f‖Ad ≤ (1 + ε)‖h‖K .

We remark that the novel and crucial point is the third property: we can control
the multiplier norm of f in terms of the supremum norm of h on the set K. More-
over, assuming that the aforementioned conjecture holds, this result immediately
gives a significant improvement of the classical Carleson-Rudin-Bishop theorem.

Finally, let us mention that the assumption of the theorem is certainly satisfied
whenever K is closed and countable. Note that achieving peak interpolation in Ad
on such a set is far from being trivial and we do not know how to do it directly.

References
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Analytic continuation of Toeplitz operators

Miroslav Englǐs, Prague & Opava
joint work with H. Bommier and E.-H. Youssfi, Marseille

The standard weighted Bergman spaces on the unit ball Bn of Cn, n ≥ 1, are
defined by

A2
α(Bn) = {f ∈ L2(Bn, dµα) : f holomorphic on Bn},

dµα(z) :=
Γ(α+ n+ 1)

πnΓ(α+ 1)
(1− |z|2)α dz, α > −1,
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where dz denotes the Lebesgue measure on Cn, the constant factor is chosen so as
to make dµα a probability measure (so that ‖1‖α = 1), and the restriction α > −1
guarantees that the spaces do not reduce just to constant zero.

These spaces possess the reproducing kernel

Kα(x, y) = (1− 〈x, y〉)−α−n−1.

The norm of a holomorphic function f(z) =
∑
ν fνz

ν in A2
α can be expressed in

terms of Taylor coefficients via

‖f‖2α :=
∑

ν multiindex

|fν |2
ν!Γ(α+ n+ 1)

Γ(|ν|+ α+ n+ 1)
,

and f ∈ A2
α iff ‖f‖α <∞.

Now the right-hand side actually makes sense and is a positive definite kernel
not only for α > −1, but even for all α > −n−1; denoting the corresponding norm
still by ‖f‖α and defining

A2
α := {f holomorphic on Bn : ‖f‖α <∞},

we thus obtain an “analytic continuation” of the weighted Bergman spaces A2
α from

α > −1 to α > −n− 1.
These spaces will still be reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHS) of holomor-

phic functions on Bn, with reproducing kernels given by the same formula as before.
In particular, we obtain in this way as special cases the Hardy space H2(∂Bn, dσ)
for α = −1, and the Drury-Arveson space, well-known in multivariable operator
theory, for α = −n.

This kind of “analytic continuation” of weighted Bergman spaces is well known
also in the more general setting of bounded symmetric domains, where Rossi and
Vergne in 1970’s showed that A2

α can be extended to α in the so-called Wallach set

WΩ := (s,∞) ∪ {j a2 − p, j = 0, 1, . . . , r − 1},

where r, p and a are the rank, the genus and the characteristic multiplicity of the
domain, respectively, and s = −nr − 1 = r−1

2 a− p.
Returning to the ball, recall that a Toeplitz operator T

(α)
φ with symbol φ ∈

L∞(Bn) is the operator on A2
α(Bn), α > −1, defined by

T
(α)
φ f = Pα(φf),

where Pα : L2(Bn, dµα) → A2
α is the orthogonal projection. For α = −1, when

A2
−1 = H2(∂Bn, dσ) is the Hardy space, there is an analogous definition of Toeplitz

operators with symbols φ ∈ L∞(∂Bn, dσ) rather than φ ∈ L∞(Bn), and Pα re-
placed by the projection in L2(∂Bn, dσ) onto H2(∂Bn, dσ).

This talk addresses the question of extending, or “analytically continuing”, the

Toeplitz operators T
(α)
φ also to the spaces A2

α with α < −1. Since in that case

the inner product in A2
α no longer comes from an ambient L2 space, there is no Pα

and T
(α)
φ f = Pα(φf) does not make sense. However, it may still happen that T

(α)
φ f ,

for f in some dense subset (e.g. for f a polynomial), is given by an expression which
depends holomorphically on α and extends by analyticity to the range α > −n− 1;

so one then has a (densely defined) operator T
(α)
φ even for these α, which in the

sense just described is an “analytic continuation” of the original Toeplitz operator.
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One can extend the range of α even to all α ∈ R by noticing that

A2
α(Bn) = W

−α/2
hol (Bn)

coincindes with the holomorphic Sobolev space of order −α2 ; likewise, one can then
ask about the “analytic continuation” of Toeplitz operators to arbitrary real α.

Our main results are the following. Let Ω ⊂ Cn be a strictly pseudoconvex
domain with smooth (= C∞) boundary, and ρ a positively-signed defining function
for Ω. For α > −1, the space

A2
α,ρ := {f ∈ L2(Ω, cα,ρρ

α dz) : f holomorphic on Ω}

where cα,ρ :=
( ∫

Ω
ρα dz

)−1
, is nontrivial and is also a RKHS, with reproducing

kernel denoted by Kα,ρ(x, y). It was shown by the speaker in 2010 that there
exists a set Uρ ⊂ C without accumulation point such that Kα,ρ(x, y) extends to a
holomorphic function of α ∈ C \ Uρ, for all x, y ∈ Ω. This extension will still be
denoted Kα,ρ(x, y).

Theorem 1. Kα,ρ(x, y) actually continues to be a positive definite kernel also
for some α < −1; that is, the set WΩ,ρ of all such real α contains the interval
(−1− ε,∞) for some ε > 0.

For α ∈WΩ,ρ, we can thus define in the standard manner A2
α,ρ as the RKHS on

Ω with reproducing kernel Kα,ρ(x, y).

Theorem 2. A2
α,ρ = W

−α/2
hol (Ω), ∀α ∈WΩ,ρ.

We can therefore define

A2
α,# := W

−α/2
hol (Ω), ∀α ∈ R,

with A2
α,# = A2

α,ρ for α > −1 (as sets, with equivalent norms).

Theorem 3. T
(α)
φ exists and is bounded on A2

α,# if φ ∈ Ck(Ω) has bounded
derivatives of order not exceeding k, or at least bounded derivatives in the normal
directions, and α > −k − 1.

The main ingredient in the proofs is the machinery, developed by Boutet de
Monvel and Guillemin, of Hardy-space Toeplitz operators with pseudodifferential
symbols, combined with properties of the Poisson extension operator.

On the essential normality of principal submodules of the
Drury-Arveson module

Quanlei Fang, CUNY
joint work with Jingbo Xia

Let B be the open unit ball in Cn, n ≥ 2. Recall that the Drury-Arveson
space H2

n is naturally a Hilbert module over the polynomial ring C[z1, . . . , zn]. A
decade ago, Arveson raised the question of whether graded submodules M of H2

n

are essentially normal, which is now called the Arveson conjecture. That is, for
the restricted operators ZM,j = Mzj |M, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, on M, do commutators
[Z∗M,j , ZM,i] belong to the Schatten class Cp for p > n? Later in [6], Douglas
proposed analogous, but more refined essential normality problems for submodules
of the Bergman module L2

a(B, dv). Ever since, these essential normality problems
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have become a very active area of research interest ([1-11]).

In a breakthrough [5], Douglas and Wang showed that for every q ∈ C[z1, . . . , zn],
the submodule [q] of the Bergman module L2

a(B, dv) is p-essentially normal for
p > n. What is remarkable about this result is that it is unconditional in the re-
spect that it makes no assumptions about the polynomial q. This led to our earlier
work [8], where we showed that the analogous essential normality also holds for
every polynomial-generated submodule [q] of the Hardy module H2(S).

Continuing our earlier investigation [8], the emphasis here is on submodules of
the Drury-Arveson module H2

n. In the case of two complex variables, we show that
for every polynomial q ∈ C[z1, z2], the submodule [q] of H2

2 is p-essentially normal
for p > 2. In the case of three complex variables, we show that there is a significant
class of q ∈ C[z1, z2, z3] for which the submodule [q] of H2

3 is p-essentially for p > 3.

The difficulties involved in the proofs of these results are determined by the
weight t (−n ≤ t < ∞) of the space involved. Our earlier work [8] covered the
range −2 < t < ∞, which was enough to settle the problem for all polynomial-
generated submodules of the Hardy module H2(S). Here we first solve the problem
unconditionally for the weight range −3 < t ≤ −2, a consequence of which is the
H2

2 -result mentioned above. We then consider the weight t = −3, which requires a
substantial amount of additional work. At the moment we are only able to solve the
t = −3 problem under a technical restriction on q, giving us the partial H2

3 -result
mentioned above.
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Thin interpolating sequences

Pamela Gorkin, Bucknell University

1. Function theory

R.C. Buck proposed studying the existence of interpolating sequences. He con-
jectured that if a sequence of points in the unit disk, D, approached the boundary
quickly enough, it would be interpolating for the algebra H∞ of bounded ana-
lytic functions on D; that is, for all (wn) ∈ `∞ there exists f ∈ H∞ such that
f(zn) = wn for all n. We briefly discuss the background on interpolating sequences
before turning to thin interpolating sequences.

In 1958, Carleson [4] presented a condition for a sequence to be interpolating for
H∞; if (zn) is a Blaschke sequence and B the corresponding Blaschke product, then
(zn) is interpolating if there exists δ > 0 such that infn(1− |zn|2)|B′(zn)| ≥ δ > 0.
In 1961, Shapiro and Shields [17] considered interpolation in the Hardy space H2

and described it as a weighted interpolation problem. A great deal of work followed,
including J. P. Earl’s [8] description of functions that do the interpolation as well
as an estimate on the H∞-norm of the function, the construction of Per Beurling
functions in uniform algebras, and the explicit construction of such Beurling func-
tions by Peter Jones [12]. Earl’s norm estimate depends on the constant δ in the
definition of interpolation and is close to 1 if δ is close to 1.

But H∞ is a uniform algebra and its maximal ideal space, M(H∞), or the
space of nonzero multiplicative linear functionals with the weak-∗ topology, played
a prominent role in its study. By studying certain partitions, mathematicians were
able to shed light on the behavior of functions in H∞. The disk, D, can be identified
with a subset of the maximal ideal space, but M(H∞)\D is difficult to understand.
As luck would have it and as Sarason showed, the space H∞+C, consisting of sums
of (boundary) functions in H∞ and continuous functions on ∂D is a closed algebra
[16] with maximal ideal space precisely M(H∞) \D. In this set, the Gleason parts
play a prominent role: For m1,m2 ∈M the pseudo-hyperbolic distance is

ρ(m1,m2) = sup{|f̂(m2)| : f ∈ H∞, ‖f‖∞ ≤ 1, f̂(m1) = 0}.
Points are in the same Gleason part if ρ(m1,m2) < 1 and this defines an equiv-
alence relation on M(H∞). One equivalence class is the unit disk and the oth-
ers lie in M(H∞ + C). In trying to understand the parts in M(H∞) \ D, Hoff-
man showed that if we consider an interpolating sequence with the property that
limn(1 − |zn|2)|B′(zn)| = 1, then any part in the closure of this sequence will be
homeomorphic to the unit disk. Returning to Buck’s original point, if the sequence
tends to the boundary very quickly, we should get much more than an interpolating
sequence. These sequences are now called thin sequences. An equivalent definition
of thin is useful: writing Bj for the subproduct of B with the j-th zero deleted and
δj = |Bj(zj)| the thin condition asks that δj → 1.

Thin sequences have zeros that are pseudohyperbolically far apart in the disk
as well as in M(H∞ + C). They are also indestructible; that is, if you take an
automorphism ϕa(z) = (z− a)/(1− az) (with a ∈ D) and consider ϕa ◦B, this will
again be a thin Blaschke product (though finitely many zeros may be repeated).
But more is true.

Early on in this study, R. Douglas recognized that the beautiful behavior of
Sarason’s algebra H∞ + C might be the rule rather than an exception. He asked
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whether every closed subalgebra B of L∞ containing H∞ was generated by H∞ and
the conjugates of inner functions. The answer to Douglas’s question was even better
than that: Chang and Marshall [6,14] showed that every such algebra was generated
by H∞ and the conjugates of the interpolating Blaschke products invertible in that
algebra.

Sticking with the uniform algebra point of view for a moment, one might wonder
what happens when one looks at the closed algebra A of H∞ and the conjugates
of all thin interpolating Blaschke products. Hedenmalm [11] showed that an inner
function is invertible in A if and only if it is a finite product of thin interpolating
Blaschke products.

Thin interpolating sequences turn out to be very well behaved: Wolff and Sund-
berg [20], [18] showed, among other things, that these sequences are the interpo-
lating sequence for the (very small) algebra QA = H∞ + C ∩ H∞ (here the bar
denotes the complex conjugate).

What about an analogue of the Shapiro and Shields result for thin sequences?
In [9] the authors showed that an interpolating sequence is a thin sequence if and
only if given (wn) ∈ `∞, ‖w‖∞ = 1 there is a function f ∈ H∞ with ‖f‖ = 1
and |f(zn) − wn| → 0. Equivalent definitions of thin sequences in the Hp setting
were presented in [10]. Dyakonov and Nicolau, [7], showed that an interpolating
sequence is thin if and only if there is a sequence (mj), 0 < mj < 1 and mj → 1
such that every interpolation problem F (zj) = wj with |wj | ≤ mj has a solution
f ∈ H∞ with ‖F‖ ≤ 1. In fact, this happens if and only if there exists a sequence
of positive numbers (εj) such that every interpolation problem with 1 ≥ |aj | ≥ εj
for all j has a nonvanishing solution g ∈ H∞.

2. Operator theory

For ϕ ∈ L∞ define the Toeplitz operator on H2 by Tϕf = Pϕf , where P is the
orthogonal projection from L2 to H2. The Hankel operator is Hϕf = (I−P )ϕf, f ∈
H2. In 1963, Brown and Halmos [3] showed that if f, g ∈ L∞, then TfTg = Tfg if

and only if f ∈ H∞ or g ∈ H∞. A natural question is the following: For which
symbols f, g is TfTg a compact perturbation of a Toeplitz operator? In [2], Axler,
Chang and Sarason showed that if H∞[f ] ∩ H∞[g] ⊂ H∞ + C, then H?

fHg is
compact. Though they proved necessity for a large class of functions, the theorem
was completed in 1982 by A. Volberg [19]. These proofs relied on the maximal ideal
space structure.

Let kz(w) = 1/(1−zw) denote the reproducing kernel for H2, gz the normalized
reproducing kernel, and let G denote the Gram matrix with entries gij = 〈gi, gj〉.
Volberg showed (see also [5]) that a sequence is thin if and only if the Gram matrix
G = I +K with K compact and I the identity. That is, δj → 1 if and only if G− I
is compact. The proof used maximal ideal space techniques as well as Hoffman’s
theory. Volberg also showed that G− I ∈ S2 where S2 denotes the Hilbert Schmidt
operators if and only if

∏
j δj converges. Thus, G − I is in the Schatten class S2

if and only if
∑
j(1 − δj) < ∞. What about 2 < p < ∞? Using Earl’s theorem

and results that are essentially in Shapiro and Shields (see also [1]) J. E. McCarthy,
S. Pott, B. Wick and the author showed that for 2 ≤ p < ∞, G − I ∈ Sp if and

only if
∑
n(1 − δ2

n)p/2 < ∞, extending Volberg’s theorem to the cases between 2
and infinity as well as simplifying the proof for the case p = ∞. Related work for
truncated Toeplitz operators appears in [13].
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Commuting Dilations and Linear Positivstellensätze

Igor Klep, University of Auckland

Based on joint work with Bill Helton, Scott McCullough, and Markus Schweighofer

Summary. An operator C on a Hilbert space H dilates to an operator T on a
Hilbert space K if there is an isometry V : H → K such that C = V ∗TV . A main
result presented in this talk is, for a positive integer d, the simultaneous dilation,
up to a sharp factor ϑ(d), of all d×d symmetric matrices of operator norm at most
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one to a collection of commuting self-adjoint contraction operators on a Hilbert

space. Asymptotically ϑ(d) behaves as
√
dπ
2 , and for even d ∈ N we have

ϑ(d) =
√
π

Γ
(
d
4 + 1

)
Γ
(
d
4 + 1

2

) .
New probabilistic results for the binomial and beta distributions are needed to
derive this analytic formula for ϑ(d).

Dilating to commuting operators has consequences for the theory of linear matrix
inequalities (LMIs). Given a tuple A = (A1, . . . , Ag) of ν × ν symmetric matrices,
the symmetric matrix polynomial

L(x) := I −
∑

Ajxj

is a monic linear pencil of size ν. The solution set SL of the corresponding linear
matrix inequality, consisting of those x ∈ Rg for which L(x) � 0, is a spectrahedron.

The set C
(g)
L of tuples X = (X1, . . . , Xg) of symmetric matrices (of the same size)

for which L(X) := I −
∑
Aj ⊗Xj is positive semidefinite, is a free spectrahedron.

(Here ⊗ denotes the (Kronecker) tensor product of matrices.)
It is shown that any tuple X of d × d symmetric matrices in a bounded free

spectrahedron DL dilates, up to a scale factor depending only on d, to a tuple
T of commuting self-adjoint operators with joint spectrum in the corresponding
spectrahedron SL. The scale factor measures the extent that a positive map can
fail to be completely positive.

Given another monic linear pencil L̃, the inclusion DL ⊂ DL̃ obviously implies
the inclusion SL ⊂ SL̃ and thus can be thought of as its free relaxation. Determining
if one free spectrahedron contains another can be done by solving an explicit LMI
and is thus computationally tractable. The scale factor for commutative dilation of
DL gives a precise measure of the worst case error inherent in the free relaxation,
over all monic linear pencils L̃ of size d.

The set C(g) of g-tuples of symmetric matrices of norm at most one is an example
of a free spectrahedron known as the free cube and its associated spectrahedron is
the cube [−1, 1]g. Interpreted in the general framework of this talk, Ben-Tal and
Nemirovski treated the NP-hard cube inclusion problem [−1, 1]g ⊂ SL by relaxing
it to the free cube inclusion problem C(g) ⊂ DL; they also bounded the error of this
relaxation. The simultaneous dilation approach applied to the cube gives the sharp
bound ϑ(d) and proves it equals theirs.
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Integrability and regularity of rational functions
Greg Knese, Washington University

A basic question, which does not seem to have been answered systematically in
the past, is: When is a rational function p/q in L2(Rn) or L2(Tn)? Here T is the
unit circle in C.

This is essentially about how the zeros of p and q ∈ C[z1, . . . , zn] compete in
Rn or Tn. Polynomials with such singularities appear in a variety of extremal
problems in complex analysis and there is also some interest in the engineering
literature. The paper [6] includes a detailed study of the integrability and regularity
properties of f = q/p on T2 where q ∈ C[z1, z2] and p is the specific polynomial
p(z1, z2) = 2− z1 − z2. The approach involves detailed power series computations
and so our goal was to understand such examples more systematically.

Let p ∈ C[z1, z2] have bidegree (n,m) and define

p̃(z1, z2) = zn1 z
m
2 p(1/z̄1, 1/z̄2).

We say p is scattering stable if p(z1, z2) 6= 0 for |z1|, |z2| < 1 and if p and p̃
have no common factors. The assumption of no zeros in D2 provides us with the
analyticity we need to prove our results while the assumption of no common factors
with p̃ is for convenience (to avoid easily resolved technicalities).

Our first main result is that for p scattering stable, we can give a concrete list
of generators for the ideal

Ip = {q ∈ C[z1, z2] : q/p ∈ L2(T2)}.

The generators come from certain orthogonal complements of finite dimensional
subspaces of L2( dσ|p|2 ), where dσ is Lebesgue measure on T2.

The second main result is a dimension count of truncations of Ip. Define

Pj,k = {q ∈ Ip : deg q ≤ (j, k)}.

Let NT2(p, p̃) be the number of common zeros of p and p̃ on T2, where zeros must
be counted with appropriate multiplicities as in Bezout’s theorem. Then

dimPj,k = (j + 1)(k + 1)− 1

2
NT2(p, p̃).

The proof involves studying the generalized eigenspace decomposition of a certain
pair of commuting contractive operators on Pj,k in L2( dσ|p|2 ).

This work appears in [7], which is on the arXiv, but it draws from and is inspired
by the other works in the references below.

It would be interesting of course to remove the assumption that p has no zeros in
the bidisk and come up with an essentially algebraic approach to these problems.
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The Nullstellensatz and the Corona Theorem

Hyun-Kyoung Kwon, University of Alabama

Let p1, p2, · · · , pm ∈ C[z1, z2, · · · , zn] and denote by V (p1, p2, · · · , pm) the set

V (p1, p2, · · · , pm) := {z ∈ Cn : pi(z) = 0,∀1 ≤ i ≤ m}.

We then have the following weak form of the Nullstellensatz [5]:

Theorem 1 (Hilbert’s Weak Nullstellensatz).

V (p1, p2, · · · , pm) = ∅

is equivalent to the existence of

q1, q2, · · · , qm ∈ C[z]

with

p1q1 + p2q2 + · · · pmqm = 1.

The question of interest now is to determine a bound for the degrees of the
polynomials qi whose existence are guaranteed by the Nullstellensatz. There are a
number of results in this direction including the bounds obtained by W. D. Brow-
nawell, G. Hermann, J. Kollar, and M. Sombra [2], [4], [7], [11]. The speaker, in
joint work with A. Netaynun and T. T. Trent, uses some well-known methods for
tackling the corona problem ([1], [6], [10], [12], [13]) to recover in a simple way the
bound given by W. D. Brownawell in the special case when the pi are all univariate
polynomials (n=1). More precisely, we have the following result [8]:

Theorem 2. Let pj ∈ C[z] be m polynomials with no common zero in C and let
deg pj = dj, where d1 ≥ d2 ≥ · · · ≥ dm. Then there exist m polynomials qj ∈ C[z]
such that ∑

j

pjqj = 1

with the bound

deg qj ≤ d1 − 1.

One can go even further and obtain a bound for the highest degree of the poly-
nomial entries of an inverse matrix to a matrix of polynomials satisfying the corona
condition [9]:
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Theorem 3. Let F (z) = [pij(z)] be an m× n matrix of polynomials pij(z) ∈ C[z]
satisfying the corona condition

F (z)F (z)∗ ≥ ε > 0,

for all z ∈ C. We can assume without loss of generality that the ki, the maximum
degree of the entries in the i-th row of F (z), are in increasing order. Then there
exists G(z) = [qij(z)], qij(z) ∈ C[z], an n × m matrix of polynomials such that
F (z)G(z) = Im. Moreover, if 1 ≤ k1, then the degree bound for the qij(z) is given
by

(2m− 1)km + 2km−1 + 4km−2 + · · ·+ 2(m− 1)k1 −m.

Otherwise, if l is the smallest positive integer such that 1 ≤ kl+1, then the degree
bound for the qij(z) is given by

2km + 4km−1 + · · ·+ 2(m− l)kl+1 − (m− l).

Whether one can use the methods employed to obtain the two previous results
in the multivariate polynomial situation remains open.
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In [3], J.L. Taylor considered the problem of developing a non-commutative func-
tional calculus for d-tuples in  L(X), the bounded linear operators on a Banach space
X. His idea was to start with the algebra Pd, the algebra of free polynomials in
d variables over the complex numbers, and consider what he called “satellite al-
gebras”, that is algebras A that contained Pd, and with the property that every
representation from Pd to  L(X) that extends to a representation of A has a unique
extension. As a representation of Pd is determined by choosing the images of the
generators, i.e. choosing T = (T 1, . . . , T d) ∈  L(X)d, the extension of the represen-
tation to A, when it exists, would constitute an A-functional calculus for T . The
class of satellite algebras that Taylor considered, which he called free analytic alge-
bras, were intended to be non-commutative generalizations of the algebras O(U),
the algebra of holomorphic functions on a domain U in Cd (and indeed he proved
in [3, Prop 3.3] that when d = 1, these constitute all the free analytic algebras).

We develop a non-commutative functional calculus using the algebras H∞(Gδ),
the bounded nc functions (see [2] for a treatment of nc-functions) on some polyno-
mial polyhedron Gδ, the set of all d-tuples of matrices x satisfying ‖δ(x)‖ < 1 for
some matrix δ with entries in Pd.

Our treatment relies on a model theory for H∞(Gδ) developed in [1].
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Matrix Concomitants, Schemes, and Azumaya Algebras

Paul S. Muhly, University of Iowa
joint with Erin Griesenauer and Baruch Solel, Technion

Throughout, G will denote the projective linear group, PGL(n,C), viewed as the
automorphism group of the n × n matrices, Mn(C), and K will denote PU(n,C),
viewed as the group of ∗-preserving automorphisms of Mn(C). If H is an algebraic
group acting algebraically on an algebraic variety X and if ρ : H → G is an
algebraic representation H in G, then a matrix concomitant on X is simply a
rational map F : X → Mn(C) such that F (xh) = ρ(h) · F (x), h ∈ H, x ∈ X.
Matrix concomitants have had a long history in algebra, particularly in invariant
theory and they have become a centerpiece in the nascent field of noncommutative
algebraic geometry. For a comprehensive introduction to this theory that is also
useful for our purposes see [6]. Matrix concomitants arise naturally also in the new
field of noncommutative function theory. Indeed, one of the defining properties of
a noncommutative function as presented in the important recent monograph [4] is
that it be a (sequence of) matrix concomitant(s). We are interested specifically
in the holomorphic matrix concomitants defined on all d-tuples of n × n matrices
Mn(C)d. That is, we want to analyze the holomorphic functions F : Mn(C)d →
Mn(C) such that F (s−1zs) = s−1F (z)s, for s ∈ G and z = (Z1, Z2, · · · , Zd) ∈
Mn(C)d. We denote this space by Hol(Mn(C)d,Mn(C))G.
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We appeal to important work of Procesi [8,9]. Let I0(d, n) denote all the polyno-
mial functions p : Mn(C)→ C such that p(s−1zs) = p(z), i.e., all the polynomial in-
variants. Then I0(d, n) is a finitely generated subalgebra of all polynomial functions
on Mn(C)d, C[Mn(C)d], by Hilbert’s famous theorem [3]. If Q(d, n) denotes the
spectrum of I0(d, n), then Q(d, n) is an abstract algebraic variety and the inclusion
I0(d, n) in C[Mn(C)d] induces an algebraic projection π of Mn(C)d onto Q(d, n).
Thanks to work of Artin and Procesi, [1, Theorem 12.6] and [8, Theorem 4.1],
Q(d, n) is the categorical quotient of G acting on Mn(C)d. Further, if V(d, n) de-
notes {z = (Z1, Z2, · · · , Zd) | the Zi generate Mn(C)}, then V(d, n) is Zariski dense
in Mn(C)d, π(V(d, n)) := Q0(d, n) is contained in the smooth points of Q(d, n),
and (V(d, n), π,Q0(d, n)) has the structure of holomorphic principal G-bundle over
Q0(d, n) [8, Theorem 5.10]. We write Mn for the associated Mn(C)-fibre bundle.

Theorem 1. Hol(Mn(C)d,Mn(C))G is naturally isomorphic to the holomorphic
cross sections of Mn, Γh(Q0(d, n),Mn).

Theorem 1 allows us to view Hol(Mn(C)d,Mn(C))G as a space of “nice func-
tions” on its space of irreducible representations. It also suggests an obvious sheaf
with which to study local properties of holomorphic matrix concomitants. It is
somewhat different from the one proposed by Luminet in [7]. The differences need
further study.

We are interested in the continuous cross sections of Mn as well as the holo-
morphic ones. One problem we face is that Mn does not have an evident natural
∗-structure. However we may impose one by choosing a (topological) reduction of
(V(d, n), π,Q0(d, n)) to a principal K-bundle. This may be done in many ways
and they all yield ∗-isomorphic topological bundles, but the holomorphic features
become “scrambled” in a sense which we leave imprecise here. One promising
reduction is based on the following notion.

Definition 1. A point z = (Z1, Z2, · · · , Zd) in Mn(C)d is called hypernormal in

case
∑d
i=1[Zi, Z

∗
i ] = 0, where the brackets denote commutators. We writeHN (d, n)

(resp. HN 0(d, n)) for all the hypernormal points (resp. the irreducible hypernormal
points).

Hypernormal points come about naturally by applying symplectic reduction, also
known as Kempf-Ness theory [5], to the G-action on V(d, n).

Theorem 2. [6, Theorem 2.11] HN (d, n) is K-invariant and HN (d, n)/K is nat-
urally identified with Q(d, n). Further, HN 0(d, n) is a reduction of V(d, n) to a
principal K-bundle over Q0(d, n).

Let M∗n be the bundle over Q0(d, n) whose bundle space is HN 0(d, n)×KMn(C).
Then Mn and M∗n are topologically isomorphic. Let D be a domain in Q0(d, n)
whose closure D is a Stein compact subset of Q0(d, n). Let ∂D be the Shilov
boundary of D and let A(∂D,M∗n) be the closure of Γh(D,Mn) in the continuous
sections of M∗n, Γc(∂D,M

∗
n). The following theorem is the main result of our talk.

Theorem 3. Each point of the Choquet boundary of D gives (through evaluation)
a boundary representation of Γc(∂D,M∗n) for A(∂D,M∗n) in the sense of Arveson
[2], and so Γc(∂D,M∗n) is the C∗-envelope of A(∂D,M∗n). Further, A(∂D,M∗n) is
an Azumaya algebra over its center, which is the closure in C(∂D) of the functions
that are holomorphic in a neighborhood of D.
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On Operator Algebras associated with Monomial Ideals in
Noncommuting Variables

Orr Moshe Shalit, Technion
joint with Evgenios Kakariadis, U. Newcastle

This report is a brief report on the very long paper [2] (joint with Kakariadis).
The work combines various aspects of multivariable operator theory (noncommu-
tative varieties in the sense of Popescu [5], C*-algebras and non-selfadjoint alge-
bras associated to C*-correspondences in sense of Pimsner [4] and Muhly-Solel
[3], operator algebras arising from subproduct systems in the sense of Shalit-Solel
[6] — some of which turn out to be precisely the bounded free NC functions, in
the sense of Ball, McCarthy, Vinnikov and others, on noncommutative varieities),
and continues the classification of universal algebras studied in [1] by Davidson-
Ramsey-Shalit. We obtain complete and detailed results regarding the structure,
properties, interelations and classification of the different operator algebras which
one may associate with monomial ideals. One key novelty of our work is that we
use C*-correspondence techniques to study algebras which are not given as operator
algebras arising form C*-correspondences.

Fix an orthonormal basis {e1, . . . , ed} for Cd and write eµ = eµ1
⊗ · · · ⊗ eµn

for every word µ = µ1 . . . µn ∈ Fd+. Given a monomial ideal I in C〈x1, . . . , xd〉 let
X = (X(n)) be the associated subproduct system [6]. Let us write FX = ⊕n≥0X(n)
and let the shift operators {Ti}di=1 defined by

Tieν =

{
eiν if iν ∈ Λ∗,

0 otherwise.

The C*-algebras

C*(T ) := C*(I, Ti|i = 1, . . . , d) and C*(T )/K(FX)

are the Toeplitz and the Cuntz algebra of X. (Our Cuntz algebras contain and
generalize well known classes such as Cuntz-Krieger C*-algebras and Matsumoto’s
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subshift C*-algebras). The nonselfadjoint subalgebra

AX := alg{I, Ti|i = 1, . . . , d}

of C*(T ) is the tensor algebra of X. (The tensor algebras of subproduct systems
are a rich class of algebras containing the disc algebra, Popescu’s noncommutative
disc algebras, as well as the “continuous” multipliers on Drury-Arveson space).

The family {Ti}di=1 satisfies a number of properties; for example it is orthogonal
and T ∗µTµTi = TiT

∗
µiTµi. Hence the linear space

E = span{Tia|a ∈ A, i = 1, . . . , d},

becomes a C*-correspondence over the commutative unital C*-algebra A generated
by T ∗µTµ, where µ runs over all the set of all allowed words Λ∗ (i.e., powers µ such
that xµ /∈ I). Consequently we obtain the Toeplitz-Pimsner algebra TE , the Cuntz
algebra OE , and the tensor algebra T +

E in the sense of Muhly and Solel [3]. We
denote the left action by φE , and refer to AEA as the C*-correspondence associated
with the monomial ideal I.

We use techniques from C*-correspondences to study the operator algebras aris-
ing from subproduct systmems. We obtain a complete map of connections between
the various C*-algebras arising. For example:

Theorem A. Let AEA be the C*-correspondence of a monomial ideal I /C〈x1, . . . , xd〉.
Then the following diagrams hold:

C*(T ) 6' TE ⇔ I 6= (0) ⇔ E 6' Cd C*(T ) ' TE ⇔ I = (0) ⇔ E ' Cd

��
kerφE 6= (0) kerφE = (0)KS

��

KS

��

OE ' C*(T )/K(FX) ' Od , kerφE = (0)

OE ' C*(T ) OE ' C*(T )/K(FX)

As a corollary, one immediately obtains that the Toeplitz and Cuntz algebras
of X are nuclear, because this is known for OE and and TE . We also compute
the C*-envelopes of the tensor algebras. There is a dichotomy, depending on the
structure of the ideal I. For example:

Theorem B. Let X be the subproduct system of a monomial ideal I / C〈x1, . . . , xd〉
of finite type and let q : C*(T ) → C*(T )/K(FX). Then the implications (1), (2),
and (3) of the following diagrams hold:

q|AX is not completely isometricKS
(1)

��

q|AX is completely isometricKS
(2)

��
C∗env(AX) ' C*(T )

(3)

��

KS
(4)

C∗env(AX) ' C*(T )/K(FX)

(4)

��

KS
(3)

∀i = 1, . . . , d, ∃µi ∈ Λ∗.µii /∈ Λ∗ ∃i ∈ {1, . . . , d}, ∀µ ∈ Λ∗.µi ∈ Λ∗

The implication (4) holds in many cases too.

The paper includes much more, including hyperrigidity, classification of the non-
selfadjoint algebras, and the analysis of a special kind of dynamical system.
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Holomorphic automorphisms of noncommutative polyballs
Gelu Popescu, University of Texas at San Antonio

Outline of the talk:

1. Noncommutative polyballs and free holomorphic functions
2. Maximum principle and Schwarz type results
3. Holomorphic automorphisms of noncommutative polyballs
4. Automorphisms of Cuntz-Toeplitz algebras
5. Automorphisms of the polyball algebra A(Bn) and Hardy algebra H∞(Bn)
6. The automorphism group Aut(Bn) and unitary projective representations

Recently (see [8], [9]), we have tried to unify the multivariable operator model
theory for ball-like domains and commutative polydiscs, and extend it to a more
general class of noncommutative polydomains (which includes the regular polyballs)
and use it to develop a theory of free holomorphic functions. What is remarkable
for these polydomains is that they have universal operator models, in a certain
sense, which are (weighted) creation operators acting on tensor products of full
Fock spaces. The model theory and the free holomorphic function theory on these
polydomains are related, via noncommutative Berezin transforms, to the study of
the operator algebras generated by the universal models, as well as to the the-
ory of functions in several complex variable ([4], [13]). It is the interplay between
these three fields that lead to a rich analytic function theory on these noncommu-
tative polydomains. Our work on curvature invariant [10] and Euler characteristic
[11] on noncommutative regular polyballs has led us to study the free holomorphic
automorphisms of these polyballs, which is the goal of the recent paper [12] and
continues work of Voiculescu [15], of Davidson and Pitts [2], of Helton, Klep, Mc-
Cullough and Singled [3], of Benhida and Timotin [1], and of the author in [6],
[7].

The abstract regular polyball Bn, n = (n1, . . . , nk) ∈ Nk, is a noncommutative
analogue of the scalar polyball (Cn1)1 × · · · × (Cn1)1, which has been recently
studied in connection with operator model theory, curvature invariant, and Eu-
ler characteristic. The regular polyball Bn is a logarithmically convex complete
Reinhardt noncommutative domain, in an appropriate sense, which is, arguably,
the right noncommutative analogue of the commutative polydisc which has a nat-
ural operator model theory. In [12], we study free holomorphic functions on Bn

and provide analogues of several classical results from complex analysis such as:
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Abel theorem, Hadamard formula, Cauchy inequality, Schwarz lemma, and max-
imum principle. These results are used together with a class of noncommutative
Berezin transforms to obtain a complete description of the group Aut(Bn) of all free
holomorphic automorphisms of the polyball Bn, which is an analogue of Rudin’s
characterization [13] of the holomorphic automorphisms of the polydisc, and show
that

Aut(Bn) ' Aut((Cn1)1 × · · · × (Cn1)1).

This resembles the classical result of Ligocka [5] and Tsyganov [14] concerning
biholomorphic automorphisms of product spaces with nice boundaries. If m =
(m1, . . . ,mq) ∈ Nq, we show that the polyballs Bn and Bm are free biholomorphic
equivalent if and only if k = q and there is a permutation σ such that mσ(i) = ni
for any i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. This extends Poincaré’s result [4] that the open unit ball
of Cn is not biholomorphic equivalent to the polydisk Dn, to our noncommutative
setting.

The abstract polyball Bn has a universal model S := {Si,j} consisting of left
creation operators acting on the tensor product F 2(Hn1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ F 2(Hnk) of full
Fock spaces. We proved in [9] (in a more general setting) that X is a pure element
in the regular polyball Bn(H)− if and only if there is a Hilbert space K and a
subspaceM⊂ F 2(Hn1

)⊗· · ·⊗F 2(Hnk)⊗K invariant under each operator Si,j⊗ I
such that X∗i,j = (S∗i,j ⊗ I)|M⊥ under an appropriate identification of H withM⊥.
The existence of the universal model plays an important role, since it will make
the connection between noncommutative function theory, operator algebras, and
complex function theory in several variables. The latter is due to the fact that the
joint eingenvectors for the universal model are parameterized by the scalar polyball
(Cn1)1 × · · · × (Cnk)1 via the Berezin transforms (see [8]). The noncommutative
Hardy algebra F∞n (resp. the polyball algebra An) is the weakly closed (resp. norm
closed) non-selfadjoint algebra generated by {Si,j} and the identity. We prove that

AutAn(C∗(S)) ' Autu(An) ' Autu(F∞n ) ' Aut(Bn),

where AutAn(C∗(S)) is the group of automorphisms of the Cuntz-Toeplitz C∗-
algebra C∗(S) which leaves invariant the noncommutative polyball algebra An, and
Autu(An) (resp. Autu(F∞n )) is the group of unitarily implemented automorphisms
of the algebra An (resp. F∞n )). Moreover, we obtain formulas for the elements of
these automorphism groups in terms of noncommutative Berezin transforms. As a
consequence, we obtain a concrete description for the group of automorphisms of
the tensor product Tn1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Tnk of Cuntz-Toeplitz algebras which leave invari-
ant the tensor product An1 ⊗min · · · ⊗min Ank of noncommutative disc algebras,
which extends Voiculescu’s result [15] when k = 1. In particular, each holomorphic
automorphism of the regular polyball Bn induces an automorphism of the tensor
product of Cuntz algebrasOn1

⊗· · ·⊗Onk which leaves invariant the non-self-adjoint
subalgebra An1

⊗min · · · ⊗min Ank . We also prove that the free holomorphic auto-
morphism group Aut(Bn) is a σ-compact, locally compact topological group with
respect to the topology induced by the metric

dBn(φ, ψ) := ‖φ− ψ‖∞ + ‖φ−1(0)− ψ−1(0)‖, φ, ψ ∈ Aut(Bn).

Using the structure of the free holomorphic automorphisms of the regular polyball
Bn, one can provide a concrete unitary projective representation of the topological
group Aut(Bn), with respect to the metric dBn , in terms of noncommutative Berezin
kernels associated with regular polyballs.
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We mention that the results presented in this talk (see also [12]) will be used
in a future paper to study the structure of the automorphism groups associated
with certain classes of noncommutative varieties in polyballs, including the case of
commutative operatorial polyballs. We also expect some of our results to extend
to more general noncommutative polydomains ([8], [9]).
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Dixmier trace of quotient module on bounded symmetric
domain

Kai Wang, Tübingen University
joint with Harald Upmeier

The Dixmier trace of Hilbert space operators is of fundamental importance in
geometric analysis and quantization theory, for example for pseudodifferential op-
erators on compact manifolds, or for Hankel and Toeplitz operators on strongly
pseudoconvex domains [1, 3, 3]. More recently, substantial results concerning the
Dixmier trace have been obtained for suitable quotient modules of Hardy space
[5, 7], revealing a close connection to the Hilbert module program in operator the-
ory.

In what follows we are concerned with ’restricted’ Toeplitz type operators on
hermitian bounded symmetric domains D = G/K of arbitrary rank r. In order to
describe the results explicitly, let S be the Shilov boundary of D. Since K acts
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transitively on S, there exists a unique K−invariant probability measure ds on S.
Denote L2(S) be the space of L2-integrable functions, and define the Hardy space

H2(S) = {φ ∈ L2(S) : φ holomorphic on D}.

In previous work [6] it was shown that Toeplitz operators Tf with smooth symbol
function f ∈ C∞(S) is not essentially commutative (if r > 1). In order to obtain
a suitable Hilbert quotient module we consider the ’determinantal’ variety defined
by

Z1 := {z ∈ Z : rank(z) ≤ 1}.
The unit ball D ∩ Z1 is a strongly-pseudoconvex domain (singular at the origin),
with a K-homogeneous smooth boundary

S1 = ∂(D ∩ Z1).

Denote I(Z1) = {φ ∈ H2(S) : φ(z) = 0 ∀z ∈ Z1 ∩D}, H2
1 (S) = H2(S)	 I(Z1) be

the submodule and quotient module, respectively. For smooth symbols f ∈ C∞(S),
define

Sf := P1 Tf P1,

where P1 is the orthogonal projection onto H2
1 (S).

Let n = dimZ1. Our first main result shows that n-fold products of commutators
of such operators belong to the Macaev class L1,∞.

Theorem 1. For real polynomials f1, g1, · · · , fn, gn, we have that

[Sf1
, Sg1

] · · · [Sfn , Sgn ] ∈ L1,∞.

For T ∈ L1,∞ the Dixmier trace, denoted by trω(T ), depends a priori on a choice
of positive functional ω on l∞(N) vanishing on c0(N). For the so-called measurable
operators T the value trω(T ) is independent of ω. More precisely, for a positive
operator T,

trω(T ) = lim
N→∞

∑N
i=1 µi(T )

logN
,

whenever the limit exists; here {µi(T )}i is the singular value sequence of T . We
refer the reader to [2] for more details.

Theorem 2. In the setting of the above Theorem, we have that

trω[Sf1 , Sg1 ] · · · [Sfn , Sgn ] =
1

n!(2π)n

∫
S1

∏
j

L(∂b f̂j , ∂bĝj)η ∧ (dη)n−1,

where f̂ is the harmonic extension of f restricted to S1, ∂b the boundary ∂-operator,
L the dual of the Levi form on the anti-holomorphic tangent bundle and η the
definition function for S1.

With little effort, one sees that the integral in the right side makes sense even
for smooth symbol. It raises the following problem:

Problem 1. prove the above theorems for the smooth symbols.

This is already challenging for the basic case of rank 2-domains (pseudo-differential
operators on spheres).
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Commutators in the Two-Weight Setting

Brett D. Wick, Washington University
joint with Irina Holmes and Michael T. Lacey, Georgia Tech.

1. Statement of Main Results

Let µ be a weight on R, i.e. function that is positive almost everywhere and is
locally integrable. Then define L2(R;µ) ≡ L2(µ) to be the space of functions which
are square integrable with respect to the measure µ(x)dx, namely

‖f‖2L2(µ) ≡
∫
R
|f(x)|2 µ(x)dx <∞.

For an interval I, let 〈µ〉I ≡
1
|I|
∫
I
µ(x)dx. And, similarly, set EµI (g) ≡ 1

µ(I)

∫
I
gµdx.

A weight µ ∈ Ap if supI 〈µ〉I
〈
µp
′−1
〉p−1

I
≡ [µ]Ap <∞.

In [2] Bloom considers the behavior of the commutator

[b,H] : Lp(λ) 7→ Lp(µ)

where H is the Hilbert transform. When the weights µ = λ ∈ A2 then it is well
known that this boundedness of this commutator is characterized by the mem-
bership of b ∈ BMO, [1]. Bloom obtains an equivalent characterization of the
commutators in his setting, thought the BMO he works with is particular to the

weights at hand. Let ρ =
(
µ
λ

) 1
p , and then define:

‖b‖BMOρ
≡ sup

I

(
1

ρ(I)

∫
I

|b(x)− 〈b〉I |
2
dx

) 1
2

.

Bloom then proves the following:

Theorem 1 (Bloom, [2, Theorem 4.2]). Let 1 < p <∞, µ, λ ∈ Ap. Set ρ =
(
µ
λ

) 1
p .

Then, ∥∥[b,H] : L2(µ)→ L2(λ)
∥∥ ≈ ‖b‖BMOρ

.

This talk gave an alternate proof of Theorem 1 in the case when p = 2. We
focus on this case since it contains the key ideas for the more general result. In a
forthcoming paper the authors will show how Bloom’s result can be extended to all
Calderón-Zygmund operators in arbitrary dimension and when 1 < p <∞.
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2. Two Weight Inequalities for Paraproduct Operators

Let D denote the standard dyadic lattice on R. And, let hI denote the Haar
function adapted to the interval I ∈ D. The ‘paraproduct’ operator with symbol
function b and its adjoint are defined by

Πb ≡
∑
I∈D

b̂(I)hI ⊗
1I
|I|

Π∗b ≡
∑
I∈D

b̂(I)
1I
|I|
⊗ hI .

Our first result provides necessary and sufficient conditions so that Πb and Π∗b are
bounded between weighted spaces L2(R;µ) and L2(R;λ). For weights µ, λ ∈ A2,
define

B2[µ, λ] ≡ sup
K∈D

µ−1(K)−1/2

∥∥∥∥∥ ∑
I : I⊂K

b̂(I)〈µ−1〉IhI

∥∥∥∥∥
L2(λ)

(7)

Theorem 2. Let µ, λ ∈ A2. Suppose that B2[µ, λ] and B2[λ−1, µ−1] finite. Then
we have ∥∥Πb : L2(µ)→ L2(λ)

∥∥ . [λ]A2
B2[µ, λ] (8)∥∥Π∗b : L2(µ)→ L2(λ)

∥∥ . [µ]A2
B2[λ−1, µ−1]. (9)

Conversely, we have that∥∥Πb : L2(µ)→ L2(λ)
∥∥ & B2[µ, λ] (10)∥∥Π∗b : L2(µ)→ L2(λ)
∥∥ & B2[λ−1, µ−1]. (11)

Using this Theorem we have the following result, providing more information
and a new proof of Bloom’s result.

Theorem 3. Let µ, λ ∈ A2. Suppose that B2[µ, λ] and B2[λ−1, µ−1] are finite.
Then [b,H] : L2(µ)→ L2(λ) with

∥∥[b,H] : L2(µ)→ L2(λ)
∥∥ .

[λ]A2
[µ]A2

(B2[µ, λ] + B2[λ−1, µ−1]) + [λ]2A2
B2[µ, λ] + [µ]2A2

B2[λ−1, µ−1].

Conversely, if [b,H] : L2(µ) → L2(λ) is bounded, then B2[µ, λ] and B2[λ−1, µ−1]
are finite. In particular, up to the A2 characteristic of µ and λ, we have that:

B2[µ, λ] + B2[λ−1, µ−1] ≈
∥∥[b,H] : L2(µ)→ L2(λ)

∥∥ .
The proof of Theorem 3 uses Petermichl’s dyadic shifts to represent the Hilbert

transform, [3]. The commutator [b,H] can be expressed in terms of the paraprod-
ucts Πb, Π∗b , the dyadic shifts and an “error” term that is of Haar multiplier type.
These are then easily controlled by (8) and (9).
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Toeplitz algebra of Toeplitz space?

Jingbo Xia, SUNY Buffalo

Let L2
a(B, dv) be the standard Bergman space on the unit ball B in Cn. Recall

that the Toeplitz operator Tf on L2
a(B, dv) is defined by the formula

Tfh = P (fh), h ∈ L2
a(B, dv),

where P is the orthogonal projection from L2(B, dv) to L2
a(B, dv). Also recall that

the Toeplitz algebra T on L2
a(B, dv) is the C∗-algebra generated by the collection

of Toeplitz operators {Tf : f ∈ L∞(B, dv)}.
It was first discovered in [9] that localization is a powerful tool for analyzing

operators on reproducing-kernel Hilbert spaces. Recently, this idea was further
explored in [3], where Isralowitz, Mitkovski and Wick introduced the notion of
weakly localized operators on the Bergman space. Localization on the Bergman
space involves the Bergman metric

β(z, w) =
1

2
log

1 + |ϕz(w)|
1− |ϕz(w)|

, z, w ∈ B.

For z ∈ B and r > 0, denote D(z, r) = {w ∈ B : β(z, w) < r}. Recall that the
formula

dλ(z) =
dv(z)

(1− |z|2)n+1

defines the standard Möbius-invariant measure on B. Write kz, z ∈ B, for the
normalized reproducing kernel for the Bergman space. Below we give a slightly
more refined version of localization due to Isralowitz, Mitkovski and Wick. Our
refinement lies in the realization that we can define a class of localized operators
for each given localization parameter s.

Definition 1.1. Let a positive number (n− 1)/(n+ 1) < s < 1 be given.
(a) A bounded operator B on the Bergman space L2

a(B, dv) is said to be s-weakly
localized if it satisfies the conditions

sup
z∈B

∫
|〈Bkz, kw〉|

(
1− |w|2

1− |z|2

)s(n+1)/2

dλ(w) <∞,

sup
z∈B

∫
|〈B∗kz, kw〉|

(
1− |w|2

1− |z|2

)s(n+1)/2

dλ(w) <∞,

lim
r→∞

sup
z∈B

∫
B\D(z,r)

|〈Bkz, kw〉|
(

1− |w|2

1− |z|2

)s(n+1)/2

dλ(w) = 0 and

lim
r→∞

sup
z∈B

∫
B\D(z,r)

|〈B∗kz, kw〉|
(

1− |w|2

1− |z|2

)s(n+1)/2

dλ(w) = 0.

(b) Let As denote the collection of s-weakly localized operators defined as above.
(c) Let C∗(As) denote the C∗-algebra generated by As.

For each (n − 1)/(n + 1) < s < 1, the simplest examples of s-weakly localized
operators are the Toeplitz operators with bounded symbols. Indeed it was shown
in [3] that each As is a ∗-algebra that contains {Tf : f ∈ L∞(B, dv)}. Hence
C∗(As) ⊃ T .
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In [8], Suárez showed that for A ∈ T , the condition

lim
|z|↑1
〈Akz, kz〉 = 0

implies that A is compact. In [3], Isralowitz, Mitkovski and Wick showed that for
A ∈ C∗(As), the above limit also implies that A is compact. Moreover, the intro-
duction of the notion of weakly localized operators in [3] has the added virtue that
it significantly simplifies the work necessary to obtain this result. This motivated
us to carefully examine the inclusion relation

T ⊂ C∗(As).

The Toeplitz algebra T is certainly considered to be much better understood than
C∗(As). It is known, for example, that T coincides with its commutator ideal [6,4].
Thus an obvious question is, is the C∗-algebra C∗(As) structurally different from
T ? In fact, one may raise the even more basic

Question 1.2. Is the inclusion T ⊂ C∗(As) proper for any (n− 1)/(n+ 1) < s <
1? Is there any difference between C∗(As) and C∗(At) for s 6= t in the interval
((n− 1)/(n+ 1), 1)?

The answer, as it turns out, is somewhat surprising:

Theorem 1.3. For every (n− 1)/(n+ 1) < s < 1 we have C∗(As) = T .

An immediate consequence of Theorem 1.3 is, of course, that C∗(As) = C∗(At)
for all s, t ∈ ((n − 1)/(n + 1), 1). We emphasize that this equality at the level of
C∗-algebras is obtained without knowing whether there is any kind of inclusion
relation between the classes As and At in the case s 6= t.

Although Question 1.2 was the original motivation for this investigation, our
approach to this problem naturally leads us to a stronger result, a result that
simultaneously answers a more basic question in the theory of Toeplitz operators.
Let us introduce

Definition 1.4. Let T (1) denote the closure of {Tf : f ∈ L∞(B, dv)} with respect
to the operator norm.

Below is our main result, which not only answers Question 1.2, but also tells us
something significant about the Toeplitz algebra T itself.

Theorem 1.5. For every (n − 1)/(n + 1) < s < 1 we have T (1) = C∗(As).
Consequently, T (1) = T = C∗(As).

The documented history of interest in T (1) can be traced at least back to [1,2],
where Englǐs showed that it contains all the compact operators on L2

a(B, dv). In
retrospect, this was really a hint at the things to come.

Later in [7], Suárez took another look at T (1). There he introduced a sequence of
higher Berezin transforms B1, . . . , Bk, . . . , which are generalizations of the original
Berezin transform B0. At the end of the paper, Suárez expressed his belief that
every operator S in T is the limit in operator norm of the sequence of Toeplitz
operators {TBk(S)}. If this is true, then it certainly implies that T (1) = T . One

can only speculate that, perhaps, the equality T (1) = T was what Suárez had in
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mind all along, and the higher Berezin transforms were his tools to try to prove it.
While we still do not know if it is true that

lim
k→∞

‖TBk(S) − S‖ = 0

for every S ∈ T , the equality T (1) = T is now proven using completely different
ideas. From the proof of Theorem 1.5, the reader will see that the approximation of
a general S ∈ T by Toeplitz operators is quite complicated: it takes several stages.

Let us give an outline for the proof of Theorem 1.5. First of all, we need the
notion of separated sets in B. A set Γ ⊂ B is said to be separated if there is a
δ = δ(Γ) > 0 such that β(u, v) ≥ δ for all u 6= v in Γ. The key technical estimate
for the proof is the following:

Lemma 2.6. Given any separated set Γ in B, there exists a constant 0 < B(Γ) <∞
such that the following estimate holds: Let {hu : u ∈ Γ} be functions in H∞(B)
such that supu∈Γ ‖hu‖∞ <∞, and let {eu : u ∈ Γ} be any orthonormal set. Then∥∥∥∥∥∑

u∈Γ

(Uuhu)⊗ eu

∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ B(Γ) sup
u∈Γ
‖hu‖∞.

Since each As is known to be a ∗-algebra that contains {Tf : f ∈ L∞(B, dv)} [3],

it suffices to show that As ⊂ T (1). An elementary C∗-algebraic argument further
reduces this to the proof of the inclusion

TΦAsTΦ ⊂ T (1)

for a suitably chosen Toeplitz operator TΦ that is both positive and invertible. We
can pick the function Φ in such a way that for every B ∈ As, the operator TΦBTΦ

is “resolved” in the form

TΦBTΦ =

∫∫
D(0,2)×D(0,2)

EwBEzdλ(w)dλ(z),

where each Ez is a sum of rank-one operators over a lattice:

Ez =
∑
u∈L

kϕu(z) ⊗ kϕu(z).

A consequence of Lemma 2.6 is that the map (w, z) 7→ EwBEz is continuous with re-
spect to the operator norm. This norm continuity immediately implies that TΦBTΦ

is contained in the norm closure of the linear span of

{EwBEz : w, z ∈ B}.
Thus we can complete the proof by showing that EwBEz ∈ T (1) for all z, w ∈ B.
One can think of EwBEz as an infinite matrix. The localization condition for B
ensures that the terms in EwBEz that are “far from the diagonal” form an operator
of small norm. The rest of the terms in EwBEz are a linear combination of operators
in a special class D0 (see Definition 3.1 below). In other words, EwBEz can be
approximated in norm by operators in the linear span of D0. Then, with several
applications of the estimate in Lemma 2.6, we are able to show that D0 ⊂ T (1),
accomplishing our goal.

Definition 3.1. Let D0 denote the collection of operators of the form∑
u∈Γ

cuku ⊗ kγ(u),
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where Γ is any separated set in B, {cu : u ∈ Γ} is any bounded set of complex
coefficients, and γ : Γ→ B is any map for which there is a 0 < C <∞ such that

β(u, γ(u)) ≤ C

for every u ∈ Γ.
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Curvature properties of Cowen-Douglas classes and of
Forelli-Rudin constructions

Genkai Zhang, Chalmers University

In the present work we shall study the positivity of the curvature of Cowen-
Douglas operators and its infinite-dimensional analogue, the Forelli-Rudin construc-
tion of Bergman spaces.

Let Ω be an open bounded domain in Cm and let T = (T1, T2, · · · , Tm) be a
Cowen-Douglas [2] tuple of commuting operators in Bn(Ω) on a Hilbert space H.
The eigenspaces form a Cn-dimensional vector bundle over Ω,

ET ⊂ Ω×H,H ⊃ Ew := Ker(T − w)→ w ∈ Ω,

with the Hermitian metric given by H. Let R(X,Y ) = R(X,Y )(w) : Ew 7→ Ew be
the curvature of the vector bundle,

R(X,Y )u = [DX , ∂̄Y ]u = −∂̄YDXu

when acting on holomorphic sections near w, where D+ ∂̄ is the Chern connection.
We prove the following result

Theorem 1. (1) The curvature for Cowen-Douglas operator T is Nagano semineg-
ative and Griffith negative. In particular the Ricci curvature is always negative.
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(2) Let (H,K) be a Hilbert space of vector space V -valued holomorphic func-
tions on a domain Ω. Suppose that all the constant functions are in H. Then the
curvature is Nagano negative.

(3) Consider the infinite flag bundle

H ⊃ · · ·Ker(T − w)2 ⊃ Ker(T − w) 7→ w ∈ Ω

Let πn be the projections onto the complementary subspaces

0 ≤ · · · ≤ π2 ≤ π1 ≤ I.

Then the curvature Rn(X,X) of the bundle Ker(T − w)n → w ∈ Ω is given by

(Rn(X,X)u, u)(w0) = −
∞∑
j=1

‖πn+jDn+j
X u‖2(w0).

Here u = u(w) is a local holomorphic section of the bundle.

We recall that the curvature R of a Hermitian vector bundle (E, g) with metric g
is called Griffith positive if for any nonzero tangent vectors u = ui ∂

∂zi and v = vαeα
in the fiber space,

g(R(u, ū)(v), v) =
∑

Rij̄αβ̄u
iūjvαv̄β > 0;

it is called Nakano positive if for any nonzero vector u = uiα ∂
∂zi ⊗ eα,∑

Rij̄αβ̄u
iαūjβ > 0,

i.e., the associated Hermitian form u ⊗ v 7→ g(R(u, u)v, v) extends to a positive
definite Hermitian form on the total space T (1,0) ⊗ E.

Remark 1. This generalizes recent results of Biswas-Keshari-Misra [4].

An infinite-dimensional analogue of the Cowen-Douglas bundle is the Forelli-
Rudin construction, or more generally, the bundle of Bergman spaces for a fibration
of a complex domain. We apply our earlier results [3] to the formula recently found
by Berndtsson [1] for the curvature of the bundle and compute the Dixmier trace
for the curvature operator.

Theorem 2. Let X be a pseudo-convex domain fibered over Ω, Xt 7→ t, X , Ω,
and Xt being pseudo-convex. Let φ be a plurisubharmonic function on Ω, smooth
on the closure, and φt its restriction on Xt. Assume that each Xt is of dimension
n ≥ 2 and is strongly pseudo-convex with smooth boundary. Consider the bundle of

Bergman spaces L2
a(Xt, e−φ

t

) 7→ t ∈ Ω. Then the operator

R(X,X)− T∂X∂X̄φ, X ∈ T (1,0)
w (Ω),

is of Dixmier class Ln,∞ and

Trω(R(X,X)− T∂X∂X̄φ)n = −
∫
∂Xφ

J(∂Xφ),

where J(ψ) is an explicit functional written in terms of the boundary CR-Poisson
bracket.T

Here Tψ in the Toeplitz operator on the Bergman space L2
a(Xt, e−φ

t

).
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